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As I write, my trousers and Rosie, are hanging out, and drying
out, by the studio heater as we have just returned, truly drenched, from our afternoon walk.
The sound of pattering on my cabin roof tells me the rain is still falling steadily, the steam
from my very welcome mug of tea is fogging up the window, with the lamp casting a pool
of light over my desk, in the fug of damp dog, I’m feeling rather cosy, I’m feeling happier
than I have for a couple of weeks. Find out why on page 8.
Autumn is coming! That season of ‘mists and mellow fruitfulness.’
I wait all year for autumn, for September & October. The leaves beginning to change colour,
brambles are ripening and rowan berries are garnet red bright spots of colour in the trees.
Seeing them reminds me I must pick some, to forage for windfall apples, gather the last of
the elderberries, pick ruby blushed rosehips and to see if the blackbirds have left any haws
in the hedgerows with which to make jelly. Flavoured with spices, or fresh herbs, jelly making is an extremely satisfying wet autumn weekend occupation. See page 31 for how to
make Hedgerow Jelly.
I’ve also been particularly impatient for September to arrive this year as we are going on
holiday for the first time in a very long time. A gently pottering road trip in a campervan,
down the east coast to York, across the middle to north Wales for the Good Life Experience
festival, which I am very excited about going to, and then back up to Scotland. I have a pile
of magazines, a new notebook and a basket full of blankets - I’m all set.
This is my very favourite and happiest time of the year, I hope you enjoy it too.
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U m be ll if e r s
The foaming creamy flowers of the umbelliferae family edge
the verges and hedgerows up and down the country
throughout the summer. Starting with the little starry Pignut flowers and finishing with the chandelier-like Hogweed,
via cow parsley/Queen Anne's lace, wild carrot and ground
elder, with fennel, parsley, angelica and celery.in the garden
The Umbelliferae is a family of mostly aromatic flowering
plants and commonly known as the celery, carrot or parsley
family, or simply as umbellifers. Their flowers are small,
with five petals, and arranged in primary 'umbels' and in
many cases groups of umbels making up a secondary umbel.
Umbellula is the Latin word meaning “little shade”.

carrots and parsnips. Meanwhile it is the stems and leaves
of others such
as celery, angelica and lovage,
parsley,
fennel
and
chervil that are
important.
Hemlock is one
of the poisonous species in
this plant family.
It is
thought that
h e m l o c k
caused the death of Socrates. Supposedly his herbalist told
him that hemlock would put a stop to all of his lustful
thoughts. The herbalist it seems was correct as consuming
hemlock put a stop to all thinking!

Although a few of the Umbelliferae plants are grown as ornamental plants, most of them have quite practical uses
providing
food, spices,
herbs, perfumes, medi- Beautiful whilst flowering, the dead and dried stems of these
cines
and plants provide striking and statuesque interest in the garden
poisons. Dif- during the winter and lightweight structure in winter flower
ferent varie- arrangements. I often use them in Christmas decorations
ties supply with the heads lightly sprayed with gold paired with twigs
different food and branches, and will cut several stems to place in a jug
types. Some for the studio.
of the roots
Did you know: Hogweed shoots (not of the Giant variety) can
of this family
be used as a type of so-called ‘poor man's asparagus’, steamed
are everyday
then tossed in butter.
vegetables
such
as
Smooth
Newts
A Common
(Lissotriton vulgaris)
Blue
I rescued Nigel &
This a male
Norbert Newt, plus a
Common Blue
couple of their cous(Polyommatus
ins, from the water
Icarus), having
tank on the farm. I
bright
blue
say rescued but I suswings with a
pect that they were
brown
border
quite happy paddling
and a white
about in the tank and
fringe. The fesleeping on the pump
male is brown with a dusting of blue body powder.
cable. However, they
There were so many, and of such brilliant blue, on this
really aren’t supposed to be in there, and I now half expect to
dog walk it was like walking amongst flying sapphires.
see one come out of my studio’s cold tap!
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Recent Events

In July I took part in an exhibition & pop up shop we named the
‘Eclectic Collection’, in the Craignish Village Hall, Ardfern, with
artist/designer Morag Lloyds and felt-maker Hazel Ewart– Mills.
We were there for four days in a really super space. Delicious refreshments provided just downstairs by the Catch-a-Carrot vegan
café

At the beginning of August I was touting my wares in a tent …. a little less
salubrious than the village hall. The
Local Industries marquee at the Mid
Argyll Agricultural show was stuffed
with local business of all sorts, from
handmade silver jewellery to locally
grown flowers, jams & baking to crochet & sewing.

You can find Catch-a-Carrot on Facebook for information about dates and times and
menus.
Hazel makes wraps, hats & wall hangings www.hazelmadeitfelt.co.uk
Morag’s work is featured in the new edition of Creates magazine a free digital magazine
which supports independent artists, exhibitors and creatives.
www.createsmagazine.co.uk & www.morag-lloyds.co.uk

A … is f r … Artmap Argyll in August
Aka The Red Dot Trail, our local annual open studios event. Some long days & late nights with my
nose glued to the sewing machine or with a brush
or pen in my hand, or all three at the same time!
Because I use this space - a Barn on my parents
farm - as a teaching space, and for painting long
lengths of calico, as well as an exhibition space,
during the year it fills up with fabric, sewing machines, extra tables & general ‘stuff’. So there has
to be an massive clear out and dust down and
chase spiders
out
session, the
space to be
rearranged
and
pictures hung,
lampshades
displayed,
labels
to
write, and
so on.
I
share the
exhibition with mum & dad who are both artists but,
due to ill health, they haven’t been very productive
recently. An old cow byre is a big space to fill. As

well as long, (then round) lampshade paintings, I did
some small square, detailed, pieces and clocks were
new too I’ve been delighted by the response as they
were well received. We had lots of first time visitors
‘up the hill’ this year, it’s been lovely to meet new
people and talk about our work and, as always, it was
a delight
to catch
up with
returning
folk we
only see
once
a
year.
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Taynish Art Trail
Hosted by SNH the trail
leads down to Loch Sween
past an old grain mill. The
theme this year was
‘Transformation’

Clockwise from top left: shows
‘Changing grazing by Polly Hamilton; Having a blue moment, blue
themed lampshades were
very popular, Words and
pictures by Alexander
Hamilton. New this year,
more in my ’useful art collection’ painted & embroidered clocks.
“Messenger” by Alexander
Hamilton
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Do you get SAD in Summer?
Reverse SAD, a personal view
I have a confession to make … I hate summer! I used
to joke about getting SAD in reverse, as I love autumn and winter but could happily forgo summer.
Then I discovered that it is a real thing. Reverse
SAD is a recognised condition and is not a joke.

“Summer SAD affects about one [person] in 20,”
says UK charity SADA (Seasonal Affective Disorder
Association).
“They describe having moodiness, lethargy, agitation, insomnia and intolerance of heat and/or
bright light.” The most common summer complaint, hay fever, can play a large part in spoiling
sunny months. But there can be more to it than
streaming eyes.
“Allergies can disturb sleep and add to a general
sense of lethargy and discomfort: recent research
has linked summer depression to hay fever,” says
SADA. “The ‘winter is bad, summer is good’ interpretation is a basic template. We’re dealing with
a very complex condition with many variables.”

Seasonal Affective Disorder, SAD, is commonly experienced in wintertime and it’s easy to understand
why. The shorter, darker greyer days, cold or wet
miserable weather. The reduction in sunlight can
cause a drop in serotonin leading to low energy levels.
Symptoms tend to include an inability to concentrate,
lethargy and tiredness, sadness and gloomy feelings.
Summer SAD symptoms include agitation, irritability, anxiousness, restlessness, and insomnia due to the
longer daylight hours. Some experts have suggested
that allergies can also play a role, that the increase of
pollen in the spring and summer months could be
what triggers reverse SAD. I can definitely attest to
that.
cept that it is ok to feel the what I feel. Discovering
Discovering that Summer SAD really is a ‘thing’ this
that I’m not alone, 1 in 20 people suffer from reverse
year has helped me to feel better. Yes, that does
SAD, finding out that there are valid reasons for the
sound a little crackers, but I now understand and acway I’m feeling has improved matters. It doesn’t
help that I am literally allergic to the summertime.
Chronic hay fever and asthma have dogged summer
Some useful tips for dealing with
my entire life and although I have, thank heavens,
Summer Seasonal Affective Disorder
grown out of having asthma attacks since turning 40,
there has been no lessening of allergy symptoms. Al Avoid beer gardens & barbeques and go for a walk inlergy medication has changed hugely since my teenstead, chose a woodland where it will be cooler in the
age years when I was expected to study for end of
shade under the trees or beside water.
year exams whilst feeling permanently drowsy,
breathless, itchy, fidgety and irritable. When it
 If you’re tired, have an afternoon siesta, accept that it is
seemed that piriton – in liquid form not even tablets –
something you need to do and that you may well feel
better afterwards.
was the only available solution and not a terribly effective one at that. Nowadays there are shelves of
 Layer up in thin, natural fibres rather than baring all,
medications that will alleviate symptoms and the
which is better for your skin anyway and you won’t feel
hope that a wet day will come and lay the dust.
greasy from using sun cream.

 To help you sleep at night and prevent the early sunlight
from waking you too soon, get some blackout blinds, or
curtain lining, wearing an eye mask can help too.

 It’s well known that exercise helps to relieve stress and
anxiety. Avoid the hottest times of the day and go for
walks in the cooler early morning or later in the evening.
The pollen count also tends to be lower at these times.
 Plan things to look forward to: get materials ready for
early autumn activities. Reconnect with friends. Book an
evening class/creative weekend.

Now as the leaves begin to change colour, the woods
are scented with that particular earthy mushroomy
smell, by the sea autumn winds lift the waves and the
sea spray mist dampens the dust it seems as though I
am able to breathe again. The shorter days trigger
my desire for ‘hygge’, layering the sofa with cushions
and blankets, lighting candles scented with warming
spice rather than the sharp citronella that deters the
midges. The constant sniff and itchy eyes have gone,
and energy sapping heat & humidity has changed to
cooler, more energising temperatures. I am inspired
to create, to plan, to bake and make at this time of
year. As the year starts to sleep my spirit begins to
wake and my heart lifts.
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SEPTEMBER

31st Halloween

1st Oxfam Second hand September

NOVEMBER

13th Thursday National Sewing Machine Day!

6, 13, 20, 27 Wednesdays Sew Your Own Clothes
Evenings 6-9pm MS Centre Lochgilphead

18th Tuesday International Picnic Day
21st Bring your Dog to Work day
International Day of Peace

(just like every day for Rosie!)

23rd Autumn equinox
26th Saturday Johnny Appleseed Day
27th Clocks go back

OCTOBER
1st – World vegetarian day
5th World card making day
11th World egg day

11th Remembrance Day
21st World ‘Hello’ day

DECEMBER
1st Sunday Edition 4 of The Needlesmith comes out
4th Saturday Silverclay Pendant/Brooch Making
Workshop 2-5pm MS Centre Lochgilphead
23rd - 29th Recycle Week www.recyclenow.com
25th Christmas Day!

23rd & 30th Paint and stitch a lampshade

A song for Johnny Appleseed day...
Finding out that there was a day dedicated to Johnny
Appleseed reminded me how, at Brownie camp, we
used to sing grace before meals. This was always my
favourite one. We would sing the first verse in the
round, three or four times. You can find all sorts of
sung versions on Youtube if you want to hear the tune,
however be warned once you’ve heard it you’ll be singing it all day!
Oh, the Lord's been good to me.
And so I thank the Lord
For giving me the things I need:
The sun, the rain and the appleseed;
Oh, the Lord's been good to me.
Oh, and every seed I sow
Will grow into a tree.
And someday there'll be apples there
For everyone in the world to share.
Oh, the Lord is good to me.
Oh, here I am 'neath the blue, blue sky
Doing as I please.
Singing with my feathered friends
Humming with the bees.

World Egg Day Recipe:
Baked Egg Pots
I first had these in a hotel in Oban a couple of years ago.
Served in ramekins with triangles of toast on the side they
were a delicious alternative to the ubiquitous full cooked
breakfast.
You will need an oven proof dish or ramekins, butter, fresh
free range eggs, cheese plus something for underneath the
eggs. For example any combination of the following... mushrooms, chopped peppers, bacon, smoked salmon, haggis, Quorn
pieces with tomatoes. Really just whatever you have in the
fridge. The cheese needs to melt so use cheddar or manchego, some mozzarella, a mix of grated halloumi and cheddar is a
good one.
Grease the inside of an oven proof bowl thoroughly with butter, this really helps when it comes to the washing up as the
egg has a tendency to stick to the sides. Place your ingredients in the bottom of the dish, then crack the egg on top.
Season with salt & pepper and scatter grated cheese over the
egg. Bake in the oven for 15-20 minutes or until the eggs are
cooked
and
the
cheese
has
melted.
For a hearty lunch or supper dish use a larger dish and two
eggs per person and serve turned out onto the plate with
baked beans on the side.

I wake up every day,
As happy as can be,
Because I know that with His care
My apple trees, they will still be there.
The Lord's been good to me.
I wake up every day
As happy as can be,
Because I know the Lord is there
Watchin' over all my friends and me
The Lord is good to me.
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massage his neck and stroke his shoulders.

A Tall Tale

“Fancy giving me a hand this morning?”

By Kate MacDonald

Gazing at her, Malcolm simply blinked slowly in asMalcolm strolled across the forecourt, seemingly re- sent. He looked over her shoulder at the photographs
laxed. In fact, he was alert to every sound - each dry now lying s cattered across the desk.
leaf blowing along the verge, the discarded coffee cup “It’s a tough one, Cookie,” she said noticing the direcrolling under a car, each scuffle and scutt, every squeal- tion of his gaze and returning her attention to the picing brake, child cry and horn blast.

All had been tures.

checked, assessed, and categorised as needing no fur- “We don’t know where to start. This one’s eluding us.
ther attention.

No matter how many traps we set, he is getting away

The electronic door swished open as he approached. A before the team arrives. It’s as though he knows where
quick recce of the reception area showed him that it we’ll be and when we’re going to strike, ahead of time.
had been a busy evening. The wastepaper bins were full There’s a leak in this department big enough to sail the
of the ubiquitous plastic coffee cups and chocolate bar QE2 on.”
wrappers, a couple of the chairs were askew, and the Her brow furrowed in distress. Tapping the side of her
floor needed mopping, but it was still early and Ina mug she mused wryly, “Time was that the police paid

hadn’t reached reception yet, offices being first to re- snouts for information on criminal activity, not the
ceive her ministrations. Taking all that into considera- other way around!”
tion, he decided that on the whole everything was as it
should be. Glancing at Lena on reception he nodded
and she smiled back.

This case vexed her. If she could only find out who was
supplementing their income by apprising this guy of
their movements. Catching him would be a real feather

“Morning Malcolm” she called, as he shouldered his in her cap. She could do with solving another crime to
way through the hallway door that always stood ajar - prove that the last one hadn’t been a fluke. Finding the
against the rules, but no-one ever shut it.

source of this leak would be a start.

He carried on down the corridor heading directly for She watched Malcolm roaming around the office. His
the incident room, knowing that it was there he was attention was caught by something in the still-full
likely to find the object of his affections. There she wastepaper bin of one of her colleagues. Ina hadn’t
was, looking through a file at her desk. Her long tawny reached the incident room yet, although the whirring
hair twisted up untidily and secured with a number of noise of the vacuum cleaner which could be heard combiros, tapping her fingers to a tune only she could hear, ing down the hall bumping into the walls as it was
whilst she studied a series of photographs. He walked tugged along behind her, signalled she wouldn’t be
up to her chair, standing just behind her, relaxed and

at ease for a moment. Sensing his presence, she turned,
smiling

into

his

golden-brown

eyes.

“Hello gorgeous,” she crooned, as he moved to sit on
the end of her desk, allowing her long slim fingers to

long.
“You can’t be that hungry!” Julia called across.
“Anyway, Gary ‘The Hoover’ doesn’t ever leave food!”
However, it wasn’t food Malcolm was looking for; he
had hoiked out a piece of crumpled paper from the bin
10

and was studying it intently. Curious, Julia went to for it certainly wasn’t Malcolm, but on that subject he

investigate. Standing next to him she could see that it kept a judicious silence. He answered to none and was
had been torn from a police daybook and she bent to nobody’s lap dog. He lived alone, he walked alone,
pick it up.

and worked alone. Occasionally, on cold nights he

“He’s going to get in to trouble for that if anyone finds

could be found tucked into the small of a warm back,
helping Julia to right wrongs.

out.”
Malcolm looked at her intently. A prickle of disquiet
ran down Julia’s spine, her guts flip-flopped.

She’d

had this feeling before, had learnt to listen to it, and to
Malcolm. Smoothing the paper out she saw it was a

A feline criminologist, Malcolm worked for the CSI,
Cats of Singular Intelligence at GCHQ and was rightfully DSI Norfolk Alfred Magpie, but Malcolm would

do.

list of dates, and locations she recognised. Across the
top in pencil was scrawled a phone number. She returned to her desk and started to type, her fingers
clicking quickly across the keyboard. Then she picked
up the phone, dialling the telecoms department.
While she waited for the call to be answered, she stole
a look over the top of the screen to check that she and
Malcolm were still alone.
“Yes, hi Steve, could you look up a number for me?”
Listening to his reply she scribbled a couple of notes
before replacing the receiver. She sighed with satisfaction. Five minutes later the bin would have been emptied and the leak would have carried on, dripping
away, wasting detectives’ time, allowing more drugs to

reach the streets, causing more deaths. Now, with the
evidence Malcolm had unearthed, and the details confirmed by telecoms, she could help put a stop to all
that. She looked around for Malcolm to tell him what
she’d found out, but he’d gone.

Never mind, she

thought as she got up from her desk. I’ll buy him dinner tonight.
Malcolm was stalking along the corridor, proud, upright. He brooked no nonsense, suffered no fools and
took no prisoners - ironic since a cell was his preferred
sleeping place. He was often to be found snoozing on
the pile of grey blankets on the cell bunk. No-one
knew where he came from, no-one knew his real name,
11

the earthy scent
created when rain falls
on dry soil.

A seasonal word

Petrichor

Pluviophile
(n) a lover of rain;
someone who finds joy &
peace of mind during rainy
days.

Off The BOOKSHELF
“I Capture the Castle” evident Dodie missed England as I Capture the Castle is a
real homage to the British countryside and its, at times,
Dodie Smith
Some books come in to their
own at certain times of the
year, I have to listen to my audio books of ‘The Box of Delights’ by John Masefield and
‘His Dark Materials’ by Phillip
Pullman in the winter. ICtC is
another such boo, one I return to in the autumn.
Dodie Smith is best known for “101 Dalmatians” but ICtC
was her first novel, published 60 years ago this year. During World War II Dodie and her husband moved to America, mainly because of the social and legal difficulties created
by her husband’s position as a conscientious objector. It’s

quirky way of life

ICtC is narrated in a ‘dear diary’ type format by 17yr old
Cassandra Mortmain. She and her family are eking out an
eccentric, penurious existence in a crumbling, semi ruined
castle in 1930’s English countryside. The main characters
include her father, a former bestselling novelist who suffers
from a paralysing case of writer’s block, her glamorous,
somewhat unconventional stepmother Topaz, her siblings,
older sister Rose and younger brother Thomas. Making the
best of things has become a way of life, but when Simon &
Neil Cotton, two young, and most importantly, wealthy,
Americans become their neighbours. Rose sees an opportunity for them all to escape their impoverished state.

Illustrated Poetry & Prose
This is actually a book in waiting and a title is yet to be agreed
upon. Alexander Hamilton (aka my dad) writes poetry and short stories, which I have long wanted to illustrate when time or occasion allows. We have collaborated in the past creating a textile book of “The
Legend of the Loch Sween Monster”, as part of the Taynish Art Trail.
There are now plans afoot to put together a ‘coffee table’ style book,
and an exhibition. For our Artmap Argyll open studios exhibition we
thought we would see what the reaction would be to some framed, illustrated poems. Rather gratifyingly, hugely positive was the answer.
The illustration on the right for ‘Fishing Boats’, is a picture of a coincidentally appropriate piece of my work which became a floor lamp. The
photograph on the inside front cover was taken of a fabulous spiders
web in the branches of a eucalyptus tree just outside my studio, last
autumn, mist spangled ‘filaments of Spider silk.’
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Did you see?
Hugh & Anita’s War on Plastic is available on iPlayer.
Interesting and horrifying by turn, the presenters, in an informal layman’s way, illustrate the extent to which single use plastic has entered
every aspect of our lives, and bodies, and the world. It is quite terrifying to see the scale of the problem, across the country, the impact the
export of our waste has on other countries environment and their people. With the introduction of a virtual pipe line of shale oil, produced
by fracking, it is shipped in from America to Grangemouth, Hugh highlights that the problem isn’t going away any time soon.
It was very interesting to see how that once the scale of their consumption of single use plastic within their homes was highlighted, one fairly
typical street in Bristol managed to reduce their plastic consumption
by an impressive 45%. And as for the ‘wet wipe issue’. Did you know
that they were on average 84% plastic? Definitely not flushable or biodegradable. Not a programme for the faint hearted it is still a must watch. https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0005xgz

The town that thread built is a social history documentary, rather like the
Singer sewing machine one I highlighted last time. It tells the story of J & P
Coats, initially a cotton mill which opened in Paisley in 1826. It went on to become one of the world's three biggest companies. The mills in Paisley closed in
the mid 1980’s as thread was more cheaply being made abroad. Many of the historic & listed buildings were demolished in the early 1990’s. Although no longer
available on BBC iPlayer I found it on Youtube www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pH7JA69kzuw&list=PLIVE6Ov6nnstrZxVT3YyF8h7QBxMDYpeV

Have you heard?
This was an interesting, if too short a piece, on BBC radio 4’s Woman’s Hour, about
Sustainable fashion. “The owner of Zara and other brands like Pull & Bear and Bershka have announced that by 2025, 100% of the cotton, linen and polyester used will be organic, sustainable or recycled. So how significant is this move? And what does sustainable
mean in the context of a high-volume fashion business? We hear from Tamsin Lejeune
CEO & Founder of Common Objective and Ethical Fashion Forum.”
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0006tyv at around 11.25mins in.

Cool Planet - How can we make fashion sustainable?
Clothing giant H&M is the second-biggest fashion retailer in the
world. They produce approximately 3 billion items per year to sell
in its 4,800 stores worldwide. BBC 5 Live's Emma Barnett speaks
to Giorgina Waltier, H&M UK's sustainability manager.
A very interesting interview where EB asks some very probing
questions, taking GW to task on many aspects of the throw away
fashion industry.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p078vg8r
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Coffee with another creative
Hannah is a new friend and I am so enjoying getting to know her. When
we meet for coffee the hours fly by and we part company feeling incredibly
inspired and enthused by each other. Hannah refers to herself as a
‘Creative Creature’, a very apt description. She is an artist, designer,
author, teacher, and I’m going to add ‘activist’ to the list as she has been
campaigning against plastic in our seas long before it became a ‘thing’.
Her website is full of bright imagery and fabulous photos, very much like
the person - lets meet the bright and fabulous, Hannah Tofts for coffee...
Where are we meeting & Why here?
In my dreams...a Surf Café on a hot
beach in Australia...(because I love the
beach and the ocean, blue skies and
warm surf)… or a favourite café in my
cherished city Amsterdam...(because I
lived there 14 years and love it
for it’s cosmopolitan but small town
scale, chilled way of living, it's belief
and investment in design, in our public
space, architecture, print, image, product, it's utter visual inspiration, all by
bike, and no-one asks me which school
I went to.... Practically? Either
at Crinan Café, because it’s a calm refuge from my cluttered head watching
the boats move silently through... or in
my vegie patch outside my shed with
an orange door...(because I moved from
a city to a sea, Amsterdam
to Ardfern on the West Coast of Scotland to fulfil a dream to live by the sea
and learn to grow vegetables and Dahlias)

fee is my beloved ritual; ideally I like busy 80’s in London as a commercial
to go out for coffee since I work so illustrator for editorial, advertising and
much on my own. I always go out to a children’s publishing, while doing wincafé to brainstorm, write
or sketch out ideas for a
new project.

Tell us a little bit about your
business, what you do
& where you work
Well now, after 32 years
being a freelance Creative Creature I still find it
very hard to sum this up
succinctly! I’ve never been
‘a job title’, but now at 56
I wish I had one. I’ve always loved colour, image, 3d and collage. I collect
anything I find wherever I travel, the
lost and found, the thrown away, seeing the extraordinary in the ordinary. I
love a layout, a composition, a good
crop. I like combining words with image. I love a concept. I photograph any
find, location, thing or the process, alWhat will you have?
ways documenting to tell the story;
Always a good black coffee, x2 and making to show to inspire. I guess
never after 12 midday, in a small cup, above all I’m in the business of Ways of
a gewone koffie if in Holland, a long Looking and Inspiration.
black if in Australia, a good Americano
locally, or my cafetière of Machu Pichu I trained in Graphic Design + Illustracoffee in my yellow Dutch mug with tion at Brighton Polytechnic then, Unigrey handle, or Costa Rica coffee from versity now, with an MA at The Royal
my dear friend when she brings it. Cof- College of Art, London. I fell in to the

dows, prop and set design, and 3d animation. There was masses of work and
budgets and I worked and played hard
at anything that came along. It sort of
just happened over beers then, though
I wish now I’d aimed at something specific because if I’d belonged to an agency or company and learnt the real life
skill ropes I might’ve earned a consistent income, but hey. I also taught
Foundation, BA and MA students at
Brighton and St. Martins and RCA,
and then kids in workshops
and Primary Schools. I have a frustrating habit of always thinking big, ‘sigh’.
I love a team of specialists to work
with. I devised many arts and kids proposals for CBBC and Channel 4, DoTruck, a making series in a converted
truck touring Britain from urban playground to a wild sea, SuperTrash a creative packaging promotion series for
supermarkets, an animated children’s
character series, Zzebbraa for Curious
Creatures, animations, e-cards, books,
arts materials, creche package... and so
on. Mostly big ideas ahead of their time
so people say. I started finally to explore paint again, after a stint in Dad’s
garage in Australia, when I moved to
Amsterdam, away from my very talented mother’s paintings, and devel14

oped a new collage style too. I decoded from Paper Mache Parrots for the Pi- coastline making in schools, to show
the Dutch food customs, learnt about rates Parade to Plastic Creatures...
cities and corporates this matters.
People didn’t get it back then. It’s
What are you working on easy to ignore what you don’t see? I
at the moment?
developed a Creative Education LegaIt's funny what you see cy Series, ran it successfully in schools,
when you move and it was fantastic to see what the kids
change your horizons. I made. I approached the marine conmoved from a city to a servation orgs but they don’t do visual
sea to a 500 metre beach communication with science and poliat
the
head
o f tics. I wrote, designed and selfLoch Craignish, in a published a 660-page book to show the
year
of
h e a v y story- pictures speak louder than
storms with heaps of plas- words. The publishers didn’t get
tic washed up. I started it. Holland didn’t have Beach Cleans
collecting, because I al- back then; they didn’t get it either. I
painting and colour through a series of ways do...I was fascinated by the tex- couldn’t give up, the more I knew, the
60 pear studies and started framing tures and colours! And I love plastic, more horrific it grew, the more driven
my paintings to sell. I daringly paint- just not in the sea. I didn’t know 11 I became. I wasn’t a charity; I was a
ed Tulips, and pumpkins and more years ago that I’d just discovered a Creative with images to be used to get
fruits and vegetables. I love food to global issue on my new doorstep. I your attention.
buy, cook, eat and draw. I love baking started collecting and making, to
too and am a market/jumble fiend
A trip to Australia
with 25 cake stands, many teacups
changed my horizons
and pots... I like presentation and
again. I found tiny
the performance... I used to run
sand worn micro
High Teas in Amsterdam and
plastics washed up in
should’ve opened up that tiny café
the sands just when
before the streets became full of cupyou thought it was
cake copies. Another road not travall clean. I took hapelled...
py hot beach pictures and brought 7
I never drew Landscapes until I
kilos back. My Art
moved to the West Coast. My mothDirector Dad wrote
er persuaded me to run an Art Class show. It was funny to see what you me the more upbeat name Let’s go to
for Beginners of all ages who said they could make. I ran creative sessions in The Beach. We brainstormed in Holcouldn’t draw, here in the village; my the local Primary Schools, the project land, more Café Concepts! Developed
biggest challenge with no resources. I obsessively grew, my studio got full of a Beach Wear Brand to create a proddevised my maverick version of a plastic beach finds. I developed Plastic uct for us ordinary holidaymakers and
Foundation Course to inspire, which Sea, a creative Beach Clean project, laymen, to get our attention, to make
later grew in to a book I wrote, de- To Say No to a Plastic Sea. Making to it accessible, still all pre-Blue Planet.
signed and self-published with my show to be aware. 9 years ago, way I successfully Crowdfunded, with
Dutch Creative Partner, I Can’t Draw, b e f o r e D a v i d A t t e n b o r - Kickstarter, our first run of Beach
1 in a series of Ways of Looking. I put ough's Blue Planet, I bid for funding
on exhibitions in barns to show their to tour my project, creatively mapContinued on page 19
incredible work and process. The game ping
team grew to Advanced Beginners and o u r
we’ve been meeting for 3 hours on
most Tuesdays in our hall or on location locally. I’m so proud of them all,
what a journey we’ve shared. Tuesdays have nourished my soul. I run
Artist weeks and weekends too and
designed, wrote and selfpublished smaller artist books. To
show to inspire. Seascapes from driftwood and lost attic toys, Paper WinterScapes mixing 69 shades of
grey and Drawing the vegetables I
Learned to Grow. My drawing and
painting improved too! I also run creative workshops for kids in our village,
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Secondhand September as unwanted clothing from the Western world is having a
negative impact on the local textile industries and, therewith Oxfam

fore, employment opportunities in many developing
“Every week 11 million items of countries.
clothing end up in landfill.
I enjoy rootling in second hand shops for all sorts of things,
Throwaway fashion is putting
books, china, clothes, I just pop in to see what is there,
increasing pressure on our
‘One mans junk is another treasure’ after all. Whilst I often
planet and its people - it’s unshop on-line for second hand clothing. In second hand
sustainable. Now there's someshops I often shop for the fabric rather than the clothes
thing you can do to help. Join
themselves. I have long been an advocate of using old,
Second Hand September and pledge to say no to new
worn out, unwanted clothing to make something else out
clothes for 30 days.” says the banner across the centre of
of. With a little effort motheaten & felted jumpers can
Oxfam’s SecondhandSeptember website oxfamapps.org/
become tea cosies, beanie hats, scarves & mittens (see
secondhandseptember. Oxfam have propage 18) or made into colourful cosy
duced several simple illustrations showing a
patchwork blankets. Jeans can be made
comparison to highlight the issue in a quick,
into aprons, draft excluders, cut up into
easily absorbed and eye opening manner.
patchwork squares for hard wearing kneeler cushions to use when gardening.
Dying clothing or bed linen can up the
ante and make them useable for longer or
in a different way, in dressmaking for example See the two tunics I made earlier in the
summer, on the opposite page.

As well as energy use it’s been reported
that the fashion industry accounts for more
than a third of ocean microplastics, (more
about that on page 2 ‘Plastic soup in your
laundry’).
Our nearest Oxfam is in Oban and seems
expensive and frequently not as interesting
in comparison to the others in the town, the British heart
Foundation, Mary’s Meals, Cancer Research UK and the
one for the hospice I can’t remember the name of. It was
interesting to read Oxfam’s claim that none of the clothing donated to them is ever sent to landfill. All clothing is
sorted and sent to the ‘appropriate market place’ High
street stores, the online shop, and …? The Secondhand
September website has little detailed information about
what happens to clothing not sent for resale in the UK. A
bit more research led to this article www.bbc.co.uk/news/
magazine-30227025 which explains that much of the donated clothing is sent overseas as the UK has little need for
cheap second hand clothing. Whilst at first glance it
might seem like a good idea, as usual there is a flip side,

We need to recognise that it isn’t enough
merely to donate unwanted clothing, or to
commit to buying second hand clothing, for a month or
forever - although doing this does help & I’m not saying
don’t - we also simply need to buy less, throw away less,
look after what we have. To
actively look for viable alternatives for our unwanted
items, that doesn’t include
shipping them off somewhere else to become
someone else's problem.
Out of sight out of mind, is
u n a c c e p t a b l e .
Re-use Reduce Re-cycle ...
within the UK ...

Going out one evening I needed to pull myself together...
Recently I was the happy recipient of fabric contents of a friend’s attic
when they cleared it out when moving home. Included in that new stash
was some pretty and summary floral cotton curtain fabric and a single coordinating blue gingham pillowcase.
I made this top in a hurry one afternoon before going to a local gallery
open evening as I’d decided that ‘I didn’t have anything to wear’. It is a
little bit cobbled together as, in my rush, and due to lack of concentration,
& a proper pattern, I got a few things wrong. For example, originally the
plan had been that the gingham fabric would be a coordinating neck lining, but somehow it ended up on the outside instead of inside the top, a bit
of fiddling later and voila I had a collar that looked like it was supposed to
be there! Without trying it on I hemmed it at what I thought was the
right length, then got ready to leave. Walking past a full-length mirror on
my way out to the car I decided that I didn’t like the length, it was too
long, so I whipped it off, chopped six inches off the bottom, shortened the
pockets and re-hemmed it and was only half an hour later than I’d planned. I met my friend at the opening and after a
while noticed her looking quizzically at me, so I asked if she recognised the fabric. “Yes!” she cried “It’s my old bathroom
curtains!” Unpicked, machine washed and ironed, then trimmed with blue & white gingham, inset pockets to match the
collar, no-one but she (& now you) knew I was wearing upcycled bathroom curtains & a pillowcase.
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Two sheets in the wind
Making dresses not beds

The two tunics below are made from the same pattern from Sew Me Something—the Helena dress—that the Beginners
used. They are both made from old bed sheets that I’ve dyed. The one on the left was from an antique linen sheet and
I’ve worn it a lot this summer as it is beautifully cool to wear and washes and irons well. I had to make a few adjustments
to the pattern layout as I needed to use the edges of the sheet to avoid the warn fabric in middle section.
The darker blue is made from a heavier slightly brushed cotton sheet with some flower shaped button additions. I feel a
little bit like a Girl Guide in it so will re-dye it soon. It will be perfect for autumn being a heavier, warmer fabric and has
longer sleeves, also being a bit large for me there is room for and additional layers underneath. One of the joys of using bed
linen for dressmaking especially ‘pre-loved’ sheets is that any fabric shrinkage has long since been washed out of it and the
fabric ss soft and comfortable.

More Dressmaking Classes
The ladies all finished their ’Helena’ dress tunics and
modelled them at the end of the class. One dress pattern
five very different fabrics, They were all thrilled with
the results.
It had been difficult to choose a pattern that I felt would
include a variety of different procedures and that would
also suit a variety of different body shapes. I think I
found it in the Helena Dress. As well as pattern layouts,
there are pin tucks, gathers, inset pockets, neck band &
lining, a yoke, sleeves, a version with button holes. It
was a comprehensive list of skills to absorb in 4 weeks.
Having spoken to several people who wanted to come along but felt that the tunic wouldn’t have suited them, so rather
than dictating what we’ll be making, in November I will be running some ‘Sew your own’ sessions. Bring along your own
pattern, & fabric and I will be on hand to help you to interpret the pattern, be a second pair of hands for assistance with
measuring, and to give any guidance on processes, will make tea and bake cake!
Check the Diary on page 9 for dates & details.
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Make a matching set of Scarf & Mittens from
an old jumper.

You will: need a felted wool jumper, and some lining fabric eg. Brushed cotton shirt,
well washed cotton pyjamas, thin fleece.

Divide the jumper in two by
cutting across the jumper under
the arm pits.

The body will be used for making
the mittens and the sleeves the
scarf.

Cut off the ribbing (if any) from the bottom of
the body and keep to one side this will make
the cuffs of the mittens.
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Scarf: Cut out the seams and open out. Straighten the edges but cutting out any lumpy bits
of collar/shoulder seams etc.

You may need to cut it and sew it up again. Use the width of the cuffs as a guide to how
wide your scarf will be by pulling them out of their gathered state. Small nicks in the edge
of the cuff will help with this. You are cutting into the
very edge of the cuff to reduce the ‘elasticity’.

When you have a straight length of jumper lay it out on to your lining fabric. Depending on
what piece of clothing you are using you may have to cut & piece it together to make a
long enough piece.

With right sides together pin, then sew all the way around, leaving a gap to turn the right
side round. Trim seams, and corners, press and turn through. Press edges firmly.

Hand sew the gap together with a
slip stitch, then machine top stitch all
the way around the edge. Use a contrasting thread to add detail.
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For the mittens you will need the jumper body, rib/edge piece, some scarf lining fabric (if you’re going
to make a matching set) and some thin fleece/brushed cotton type fabric for the inner lining. Use an
existing pair of gloves or mittens to draw around to make a pattern remember to include an extra
1.5cm for the seam allowance

Cut out:
2 large pieces jumper
2 large pieces fleece lining
2 top thumb pieces contrast fabric
2 top thumb pieces fleece lining
2 bottom thumb pieces contrast fabric
2 bottom thumb pieces fleece lining

NB: Remember that if you have a right side
& a wrong side to your fabric that you are
making a left & right hand mittens!

Start by sewing the palm seam and thumb for both the contrast
fabric and fleece lining.

Making sure that the thumb is tucked out of the way, sew the large
jumper piece to the contrast fabric. Do the same for the fleece lining
pieces. Trim seams. Turn the outer fabrics the right way round and press.
Leave the fleece lining pair the ‘wrong’ way round & press.
Put your hand inside the
fleece lining (with the seams
on the outside), then inside
the outer glove. Work together so that everything
lines up and is comfortable.
Line up the cuffs and seams.
Take off the glove and trim
to even up in needed.
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Taking the length of ribbing from the jumper wrap part around your wrist and cut it to size.
Sew up the seam.

Place inside the mitten with the raw edge uppermost and with the with right side of the cuff facing
the right side of the lining. Line up the seams.

Sew all layers together. Trim to neaten edges. If you
feel it is necessary use a zigzag stitch too keep the
edges together.
Bring the cuff up from inside and fold over to the
front. This will hide the seams and give a nice edge
to your mittens
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Testing, testing …
I’ve been trying
out a couple of
natural, aluminium & plastic free
deodorants over
the
summer.
First up was
Ku.tis Grapefruit
& Rose from
Ecovibe
£7.49
made in Wales.
(There is a minimum spend for
free postage with
Ecovibe).
It
comes in a cardboard tube and is applied like standard solid
deodorant sticks. It smells beautiful, lots of Rose not so
much Grapefruit, and stayed smelling pretty to the end of the
day, but, it isn’t an antiperspirant and I during the day I
would feel damp and sticky.

which is a bit tricky if your nails are longer than short. Again
no nasty niffs but it’s not anti perspirant and there was the
same
uncomfortable
damp
stickiness.
Being ’damp’ caused a sore heat rash so I am back using Original Antiperspirant Deodorant Stick even though it comes in
plastic and contains aluminium, it does work, no damp and
sticky armpits, the rash went away, and it only costs around
£2, although you can’t get the blue capped one in Lochgilphead, it is readily available in most supermarkets and chemists. These are all valid considerations when weighing up the
options

In an article for Country Living Magazine website, journalist
Lisa Walden tried Natural deodorant stick by Ben & Anna
from
Planet
Organic
at
£9.95.
The real test of any deodorant is to wear it on a hot summer's
day travelling on London's Northern Line – so I gave it a go,
on the tube, in almost 30-degree heat. I was nervous and had
no back-up sprays in my bag but this natural deodorant gets
rave reviews from me. Not only does it last all day, but it survives city heat, too. Yes, no sweat patches. No odd smells. It's
worth noting, though, that it is expensive, flakes a bit when
you apply it (be careful with black t-shirts) and everyone
Next I tried Evolve Organic Beauty ’Cotton Fresh Deodorant sweats differently.
cream’ £10, made in Hertfordshire. It arrived beautifully
packaged and very quickly along with three free samples of I will try the natural ones again once the weather gets cooler,
other products, there is no minimum for free postage. Lovely or I might try the Ben & Anna one. For such a mundane
scent in the jar but it didn’t last long on the body. You rub product they are expensive … chalking this one up as a fail for
your fingers over the deodorant in the jar and then to apply, the moment.
Advertising on social media has a lot to answer for, sometimes however, it comes good. This
is one of those examples - Evolve Beauty UK being another one - it was an advert for dog
poop bags… not immediately an obvious click through, except that these were compostable
ones, not just biodegradable ones, and we can’t get compostable ones locally. Made from
vegetable starch we use them in our kitchen waste compost collecting bin too.
However, ecovibe sell a lot more than just poop bags as my wallet can attest! On the left is a
recent delivery (except for the spray bottle– props!) The website is easy to use and products
described in friendly terms, the customer service is excellent too.

Natural Toothpaste English Peppermint (120ml) - Geoorganics: £8.90
I’m not a huge fan of this. It works well, but is nowhere near minty enough for me not much ‘freshness’. Tastes
a bit like clay, non foaming so very different to standard toothpaste, come in a glass jar with a metal lid.

Beech Toothbrush with Firm Bristles - Geoorganics: £4.40

Recent eco shopping from ecovibe

Much prefer a wooden handle to a bamboo one, but this is made in Germany, the bristles Very firm, possibly
too firm. The handle has a scored mark so that the top can be snapped off and the handle used for something
else—natty idea, can also be returned to Georganics to be recycled.

Coconut Fibre Scouring Pad- Safix: £2.00
Very good. Much better than green scourers, so I will be getting them in the holiday cottages too.

Antibacterial Plastic-Free Water Soluble Cleaning Sachets - Iron & Velvet £10.99

My first purchase—compostable poop bags!

I’ll need to report back on these another time as I haven’t had a chance to use them yet. However the website
says they are made from plant-derived, sustainably-sourced active ingredients and essential oils. Up to 70%
of the ingredients are completely natural. That little box contains five sachets of concentrated cleaning liquids:
1x Antibacterial Bathroom Multi-surface Cleaner (Ylang Ylang), 1x Antibacterial Kitchen Surface Cleaner (Coconut & Lime), 1x Kitchen Oven Cleaner (Low Odour), 1x Household Glass & Mirror Cleaner (Apple &
Mint), 1x Household Floor Cleaner (Sandalwood), Stickers to stick on your reusable bottles so you know which is
which, Information and instruction card.
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smol is getting BIG

this area for most of his career and it
is something that is constantly evolving in an area with incredibly specific
demands - packaging for detergents
is oftentimes not quite as easy as it
looks...

aged then we recycle). This action
has increased our costs on each
pack and made them more expensive than using our virgin recycled
plastic packs but we have managed
to absorb this.

smol laundry capsules and dishwash
tablets are 100% water soluble; our
packaging must therefore be watertight to prevent them becoming
damaged in transport or storage.

However, it does mean that we cannot afford to pay your return postage
on top of already paying the postage to get the packs to you in the
first place.

Our packaging must also be robust
and secure to impede access to
younger children. This is a legal requirement and if we wish to comply
with AISE. Morally we also feel duty
bound to have child impeding packs
Looking after two holiday cottages, considering we are posting these
means a lot of washing of bed sheets directly into the homes of our cusat least 8 sets of bedding plus towels tomers.
during a busy weekend. This also
With these impediments in mind we
means that I get through a lot of
have worked hard to create the
washing detergent. I wrote about
most sustainable pack possible for
using soap nuts in the last edition of
our needs. Our pack is made out of
the Journal, I still think that they are
90% recycled polyethylene terephgreat and still use them, however
thalate (PET). We aim to increase this
sometimes the washing needs a bit
to 100% recycled by 2020 (if we are
more cleaning than the soap nuts
still using it....) Our pack is 100% concan deliver. I saw an advert for smol
tinuously recyclable.
on social media thought I give it a try
and took up the offer of a fee trial. In We designed our pack to be super
a few days, a slim brown cardboard compact which means we use less
box arrived containing a plastic case plastic than other comparable
with the washing liquid pods. My first brands; which in turn minimises our
test is always to see what something carbon footprint in delivery. Since
smells like, and this gets a good re- launch we have already made import, there isn’t a particular scent but provements that will reduce the
a it smells nice and fresh. Then came overall plastic we use by 20%.

We are still a super small independent company so we aren't quite at
the point where we can afford this
just yet. Luckily our customers have
been very understanding of this and
have been happy to save up a few
packs at a time and then pop them
in a jiffy bag to post back to us.

the wash test, and it got good marks
here too. However, I was concerned
that the pods came in a plastic box
and even made from recycled plastic I didn’t see the advantage of subscribing to the smol plan when I
could buy carboard boxed detergent. So one evening I wrote to the
company and at 11pm I got a very
detailed answer. As a result of this
very speedy and personalised response I didn’t cancel my subscription and can report that my big piles
of washing are washed smol….
Thanks for getting in touch and for
sharing
your
concerns.
Packaging is a passion here at smol one of our co-founders has worked in

More importantly we hope to share
some very exciting packaging news
with you in the next couple of
months in our continued efforts to be
oil-based plastic free so do please
watch this space.
Keen to learn more about the smol
company I was able to get a brief
interview with one of the founders,
Paula Quazi. See page 28.

We are looking to reduce our environmental footprint further. Areas of
interest include biodegradable and
bio-sourced packaging (such as
corn or potato-based plastics) and
also packs made from fibre pulp. We
have been working continuously
(even since before launch) to be
free of plastic. We hope to have
You can trial smol detergent and/or
some very exciting news to share
dish washer pods for free by going to
with our customers soon.
the
website
https://
Customers are already welcome to smolproducts.com/
return their packs to us and have
It get good reviews from the Good
been for some time now.
Housekeeping Institute too. https://
We have employed resource to re- w w w . g o o d h o u s e k e e p i n g . c o m / u k /
ceive, sort and sterilise the packs for product-reviews/latest-news/a25786680/
reuse (if they are structurally dam- smol-postal-laundry-detergent/
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Readers letters

(pats on my back!)

Lovely, lovely read Kate, inspiring, soothing,
straight from the heart, what a truly creative lady
you are. Loved the botanical Stitchwort article, wild
flowers are my passion and over 35 years ago before
coming to Argyll I ran a Herb Nursery in Somerset.
I grew culinary herbs, aromatic herbs and medicinal
herbs for a friend who made natural skin care , plants
for dying for a weaver and a herbalist. I was immersed in Culpepper and all the origins of the old
plant names( doctrine of signatories). A very Happy
few years spent feeling fulfilled, was hopeless at being commercial and gave most away to friends and
fellow plant lovers but my mail order side took off
very well. Beautiful, Treasured memories, thank you
for reviving them! I should love to subscribe to your
journal, will find out how to do so.
Jf by email

S u b s c r i p t i o n

t o

Dear Kate, thank you for including me in the mailing of your journal. I have really enjoyed reading it.
Yet another talent ! You are A-Maze-Ing !!! Good to
know that you are enjoying life.
LM by email

t h e

Hi Kate, just to say how much I have enjoyed your second Newsletter. You are going from strength to
strength. Have not had time to read all of it yet but well
done again.
AI by Messenger

p r i n t e d

J o u r n a l

I’m still working out how to set up a subscription for the printed copies, (I’m going to be working on a whole website
overhaul shortly) for the moment pls email me your address if you would like one. Currently they are available from Love
Dove Studio in Lochgilphead, and Coastal Design in Campbeltown for £3.50.
Digital copies are available for free and will arrive via email quarterly, by signing up on the Needlesmiths Facebook page
or on the contact page on the website. GDPR bit: all contact details are held securely by MailChimp and I will not share
them, or sell them to anyone else, or bombard you with irrelevant sales emails, you can unsubscribe at any time by clicking the link at the bottom of each email. The Journal is now also available for free at issu.com/needlesmiths the digital
magazine publishing site. There you can read all the editions in a digital magazine format.

D i s cl a i m e r & St a t e m e n t
For reasons of transparency I wanted to add a statement here … to say that all the opinions in the Journal are my own!
The products I buy to try, books I read, podcasts I listen to etc & et al, are not ‘gifted’ to me, I am not sponsored or
paid a fee by the companies concerned, they are just things I have found of interest and want to share. When the
words aren’t mine I credit the author and link to the source.
All the Quick Make patterns are my own designs, and I share them in good faith, ditto the recipes. I will credit the
original source, when I can, but most will have been tweaked and amended/improved by me. (The original writer may not
want to be associated with it any longer!)
Images are mostly my own, company product pictures, or I have been given permission to use them, very occasionally I
might use photographs from a royalty free website following their guidelines.
There are probably other ‘legal’ things I should say but I’m not sure what, do please let me know if you think I am falling
foul of anyone/thing!
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drawing with paint, but more intuitive
and immediate. I love the colours. I
just bought a fortune’s worth of single
pastels in Holland as my cheer-up
treat. I always buy hoards of something I just said I won’t do anymore!
Typical.
My favourite colour is orange. And I
love my bike and cafes!
We’re coming into autumn now, what are
you most looking forward to?
Getting my seeds sorted in time to
plant in orderly rows that actually
might grow next year. I realised Peas
are like Life; you need to put the structure in first so they can grow strongly
without getting crushed by the rain.
Clean Sarongs; 3 of my designs of plastic ocean trash printed on to 100% unbleached cotton; SWIM!
OCEAN! SPLASH! Oh dear, now that
was a big idea which just got bigger...
that’s what can happen over coffee! A
beautiful website designed, great shots
by my photographer brother in Edinburgh, samples modelled by me and
my partner here one sunny day 3 1/2
years ago down the Kintyre Peninsula,
not Bali. Packaging sourced, paper not
plastic. Labels, cards, info, flyers and
every word on the site written by me.
It was epic. After selling enough sarongs with 5% donated to one of 6 marine conservation charities I wrote,
designed and we self-published Plastic
Fish, 100 pages, first in a Creative Discovery Series, made by kids, for kids,
the best Trash Heroes, back where I
tried to start, with a playful, visual,
creative response. Making visual impact for visual noise. And
then Blue Planet aired, and the world
got it, then my stepfather died, then

my mum and the promotion momentum stopped. I’m finally resurfacing
though, determined to hunt down that
publisher to bring the price down to
make it affordable for all, looking for a
high street name to use the designs To
Tie it, Wear it, Wave it, To say no to a

What is inspiring you?
Not this summer of rain!!
My Mum suddenly died last year, that
turns your life upside down. My life
feels shockingly rootless without her
structure. I’m discombobulated. But I
can see with emptiness there will be

plastic sea. And yes, I did send a copy new space to re-sow new things. I’m
to DA, I’m still waiting to hear, but just not sure what yet. I can’t truthfully say anything inspires which is the
he’s a busy man.
first time in my whole life I can honestly say that. Mum used to say “don’t
Do you have a fa- worry, your inspiration will come back,
vourite tool or ma- you have to trust it..” I’d better believe her. Sunshine and ripe vegetables
terial?
I love paper, silly to cook in hot countries? We did buy a
toy finds and still fab vintage orange and white Translove plastic beach porter VW van. She makes me smile,
finds! I love draw- she’s joyful and people wave. It’s a bit
ing with pastel small but the pastels and papers are in
chalks,
never there, ready. I haven’t drawn freely in
thought
about almost a year. Maybe it’s time.
them before, my
mum gave me a
big box 4 years
Continued in page 28 ...
ago
and
I’m
hooked, it’s like
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Plastic
Soup in
Your
Laundry
It is an unfortunate reality that plastic treatment

plants

are

simply

not with Planet Care, an organisation

infiltrates almost every aspect of our equipped to stop these fibres in their that has developed filters to trap
lives, and our wardrobes are no ex- tracks, which means that the vast more than 80% of microfibres in the
ception. While we may not automati- majority pass undetected through our wash, is a great example of that.
cally associate plastic with clothing, wastewater treatment systems and
the rise of fast fashion has brought end up in our air, our water, our food We spoke to Laura Díaz Sánchez,
with it the domination of synthetic chain, and eventually inside our bod- Project Leader & Campaigner at the
fabrics (most commonly polyester), ies!

Plastic Soup Foundation, about the

which currently represent about 60%

urgent need to stop microfibres going

of the clothing material manufactured One of the partners of the fast fash- down the drain, and what we can do
ion study is the Plastic Soup Founda- as consumers to help fight the good
worldwide.
tion an Amsterdam-based organisa- fight.
Synthetic clothes are one of the larg- tion dedicated to fighting plastic polest sources of environmental pollu- lution in our waters and in our bodies. Why is it important to stop microfition, being responsible for more than They work to identify and target pol-

bres from polluting out waters?

one-third of all microplastics (plastic lution at its source so that it doesn’t We now
particles smaller than 5mm) polluting become an even bigger problem. The (including

know

that

microplastic

microfibres and mifoundation runs campaigns such as crobeads) is not only polluting the
’Beat the Microbead’ to prevent plas- environment we live in, it is actually
A recent study showed the shocking tic microbeads in personal care prod- making its way into our bodies. We
amount of microfibres lost through ucts from ending up in the sea, and now have proof that it is in the air we
our waters.

the wash of synthetic clothes from ‘Ocean Clean Wash’ to stop microfi- breathe, the clothes we wear, the
two fast fashion brands (H&M and bre pollution from synthetic clothes. food we eat, and the water we drink.
Zara) and two sports brands (Adidas They also partner with researchers to The problem is not only the amount
and Nike). On average, a whopping 9 better understand the effects of plas- of plastic that we are inhaling and
million synthetic microfibres go down tic on the environment, including be- consuming (which is reported to be
the drain in an average load of wash- ing part of the EU-funded LIFE – the equivalent of a credit card per
ing in Europe!
MERMAIDS project. Developing so- week), but what should be equally
lutions to the problem is also a top alarming is that most of the plastics
Our washing machines and sewage priority, and their recent work
inside us are nano-particles (particles
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What can we do? crofibres; no to plastic in our
There are so many things

cosmetics; no to plastic on our

that we can all do every

skin, and no to plastic in our

day, big and small, to re-

bodies.”

duce our plastic footprint

and our overall exposure Perhaps it is your favourite fleece
to plastics. To assist peo- sweater, your cutest summer dress,
ple, we have our Beat the or your most comfortable workout
Microbead app that lets gear that is made of (at least some)
Graphic from vox.com/thegoods
so small, they may even be going

people scan the barcode synthetic material. Whatever it is,
of their cosmetic products the fact is that more and more plas-

to check if they contain microbeads, tic is being created every year, dethrough our skin), and we currently
and our My Little Plastic Foot- spite an increasing amount of it bedo not know what they are doing to
print app that educates people about ing discarded into our oceans –
our bodies – if they are staying or if
the plastic crisis, and has challenges threatening not just our wildlife, but
they are releasing further toxins.
and pledges that people can take to our own health. While plastic continThis is perhaps the most concerning
reduce their own footprint. We also ues to surround us in our everyday
and dangerous aspect and we need
recently launched the plastic diet as life, we should all be mindful of how
to stop it while we are discovering
part of our health campaign, which our clothes are polluting the planet
the consequences.
gives people tips to recognise the and challenge ourselves to reduce
use of plastic in the top six areas of the impact of our laundry.
Up until now, the plastic industry as
their lives – kitchen, bathroom, trav- Reproduced by kind permission of
a whole (not just the synthetic clothel, leisure, garden and household – The Good on you App. For more information & further interesting well written
ing industry) was generally not interand how to reduce it, including sim- articles go to: www.goodonyou.eco
ested in doing anything about the
ple tips such as switching to reusaissue and just trying to beat time.
To help reduce making plastic soup
ble bags, water bottles, and coffee
PlanetCare suggest the following:
cups. We try to make it as easy as

“We think that the industry
needs to take responsibility for
the clothes they are making,

because we now know that it
is not only about the environment, but also about our own

possible, and there is always some- Be efficient.
Fill the washing machine up to the
thing you can do in every aspect of
maximum.
your life.
Economise.
We understand that it is difficult to
Wash your clothes at lower temperago back to the days when there was
tures and wash them less frequently!
no plastic, as almost everything

Use different materials.
Use natural materials. Natural fibres
such as cotton, linen, wool, silk are a
People now see that it is not just the know that change needs time and
viable alternative!
turtle in the sea that is being disen- we need to work together with contangled with plastic, but that there is sumers and the industry to make Use a PlanetCare filter and tackle the

health.”

around us is made of plastic. We

also plastic inside us, our children, people aware of the issues; to reand everyone around us. Perhaps duce overall plastic production, and
this increasing understanding of how to stop the leakage of microplastics.
big and bad the problem actually is,
is what will get people and the in-

“Everybody

dustry to take action; and if consum-

about it and everyone should

ers ask for change, then companies

say no: no to breathing in mi-

will have to change.

should

know

problem closer to the
source – with
a filter in your
washing machine!

www.planetcare.org
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If your Fairy Godmother were to give you three
wishes what would they be? Assuming that a
request for world peace is a given!
A job in a hot country.
Sunshine every Summer.
Enough clean water for everyone... I guess I
should be happy with this rain then.
What would be your Desert Island must have?
x4 P's: Paper, pastels, pencils, paints... and
coffee!!!!
Anything you’d like us to know? A guilty secret or special plans, an announcement?
I can eat a whole packet of biscuits in a day.

www.hannahtofts.com
www.letsgotothebeach.org
www.zzebbraa.com
Thanks to: Jan Battem Creative Concept
Direction (big coffee drinker x3 times a
day in same cafe in Amsterdam... they all
know him there!) www.battem.nl

A

s m o l l

Hannah has very kindly provided a Discount Code just
for Needlesmith Readers!
Order online, there are 3 designs available, type in
code: LOCAL2017 and you get the sarong for £25!
And whilst you’re there, check out her books!

i n t e r v i e w

With Paula Quazi, co– founder of smol products

What
sparked
the
smol
idea?
We wanted to create products that worked but
were
also
eco-friendly
and
affordable
Why
did
you
call
it
'smol'?
For two reasons - all our products are concentrated
and so very smol and also because only the big
multinationals have ever created products in this
market
and
we
are
the
smol
guys.
What
is
a
typical
smol
day?
F u n
b u t
v e r y
b u s y .
Why did you choose a subscription method for supplying
smol
to
your
customers?
To take away the hassle of remembering to buy
laundry capsules or having to carry big boxes back
f r o m
t h e
s u p e r m a r k e t .
Why are smol pods better than say, Fairy or Bold's
pods as they all come in plastic containers? Our
products contain lower levels chemicals per wash
and our packaging is all
made from waste material and is recycled and
r e c y c l a b l e
Can you sum up smol in
t h r e e
w o r d s ?
The laundry fairy!

A New Stockist

It was a lovely road trip down the Kintyre Peninsular earlier in the summer to take some work to a
new stockist in Campbeltown. ‘Coastal Designs’ is
an extremely attractive gallery selling a wide range
of sea themed items and artworks. They are also
stockists of paper copies of The Needlesmith.
www.coastal-design.co.uk
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Seasons of the skies
Mercurial March blows cloudless, moonless, nights.
Shedding ice shards, white & sparkling, amongst emerald shoots.
Seen at morning’s dawn, the wafer of translucent moon.

Skipping over vapour trails from holiday planes,
Snow white powder puffs of fluff sail through calm seas of blue.
Moonshine white, illumines night time movements.

The filament bright sphere firmament high.

Shot through with red at the dying of the days,
As trees weep leaves, so the skies leak tears,
Observed by the harvest lady in her golden light.
Riding the horizon, Boadicea of the heavens

Heavy, snow filled, clouds creak and groan
As they collide. Bumping and bruising cumulonimbus.
Pieced through by pin bright stars,
Driven on by a blade sharp crescent moon.

Kate MacDonald
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Pages from my recipe files
Quick–Any-Flavour Cake

This vegan cake, (dairy & egg free) is quick to put together
and to bake and those that aren’t vegan will never know! It is
ideal for guests coming at short notice, a spur of the moment
autumn picnic plan, or for when you reeeally want cake but
discover that you’ve run out of eggs or butter, it is also a cost
effective recipe if you’re batch baking for fundraising sales or
coffee mornings. The flavour can be altered to suit what you
have in the cupboard.
I found the recipe several years ago on, I think, an Australian
baking blog whilst looking for a simple vegan cake recipe that
didn’t require specialist ingredients. The only possible drawback is the lack of colour, a lemon cake has a tendency to look
a little pale and insipid. You could add a tiny amount of orange food colouring or try using soft brown sugar. This is the
absolute best one to turn to time after time.

The basic ingredients
275g Self raising flour
200g Caster sugar / soft brown / demerara
1 tsp Baking powder
1/2 tsp salt
100ml light vegetable oil eg. sunflower
Weigh all the dry ingredients in a bowl
and mix together thoroughly.
Add the oil, water & any flavouring eg.
vanilla essence or fruit juice.
Mix, easiest to do with an electric whisk,
ensuring that all the ingredients are combined well.
(If adding dried fruit do it now.)
Pour the cake batter into well oiled and
lined tin - loaf tin, 2 sandwich tins or one
large round tin and bake for apx half an
hour at £180—200c.

170-200ml cold water/fruit juice
*
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‘St Clements’ Orange &/or lemon: Add the juice and grated zest of a lemon/orange with the oil & water. Drizzle with a simple glace icing made from
icing sugar and a little fruit juice.

Chocolate: Add a couple of large dessert spoons of cocoa powder along with the
flour. Sandwich together two halves with raspberry jam, or bramble jelly. Make
a ganache-like icing with cocoa powder, icing sugar and water, scatter whilst
still wet with white sugar vermicelli.

Fruit cake: add a couple of teaspoons of mixed spices, a grate of nutmeg and a
small teaspoon of cocoa powder to the dry ingredients and a couple of handfuls
of dried fruit to the cake batter. Use dark Demerara sugar and the cocoa will
make this a deep brown cake.

Ginger: Add 2 heaped tsps of ginger powder and 1 level tsp of mixed spice. Use

Ice or dust with sugar when cold.

dark demerara sugar and 1 dsrt spn of golden syrup & black treacle for a rich
spicy cake.

This is a very good tempered cake and
will keep in a tin for a week to 10 days
as I discovered when I realised I had
forgotten about one!

Upside down apple/plum cake: spoon some spiced stewed apples/plums into
the base of the tin, add some ground cloves or mixed spice to the cake ingredients
then pour the cake batter on top. Turn out and leave ‘upside down’.
Cherry & coconut? Almond and raisin? Banana & sultana? Lemon Marmalade?
What’s in your cupboard?
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Make Autumn Fruit Jellies
There is something extraordinarily satisfying about
making foraged fruits jelly. I’m a very lazy jam
maker - I can’t always be bothered to prepare the fruit but jelly making is quick, rough and easy, everyone
can make jelly. There’s no faffing with peeling or
stoning, roughly chop apples, but everything else goes
in the pan, pips, stones, & stalks. Though do pick out/
rescue the odd beetle, and any large leaves! Jelly can be
left plain & simple just Rowan or apple etc or you can
add herbs or spices; Rowan & Rosemary isn’t just alliterative but also delicious, add a handful of cloves and
some mixed spice to apples, plums paired with port for a
ruby red jelly. The combinations are up to you, your
store cupboard and herb patch.
Rinse the fruit, and put it, stalks and all, into a large preserving pan along with 1/2pint/500ml of water.
Slowly bring to the boil. Stir and squash the fruit to break
it down to extract all the juice.
Remove the pan from the heat and cool slightly. Tie a jelly
bag (or an old clean pillowcase – one you don’t want to use
again!) to something stable - so it can hang over a large
bowl. Carefully pour the contents into the jelly bag or pillowcase.
Leave to drip overnight – resist the temptation to squeeze the
jelly bag to speed up the process, as your jelly will be cloudy
if you do. Patience is required, just let gravity do its thing
for the clearest of jellies.
Once all the juice has dripped through, pour it back into the
washed preserving pan measuring how many pints/litres of
juice you have.

Bring to a rapid boil and boil for 10-15 minutes, or until
setting point is reached. To test the setting point, remove the
pan from the heat. Take your saucer from the freezer and
drop a small amount of jelly onto the cold saucer. After a few
seconds push the jelly with your finger. If the surface wrinkles it has reached setting point and is ready. If it is still
liquid, then it hasn't reached setting point and should be
returned to the heat and boiled for a few more minutes before
testing again.
Cool slightly before pouring into sterilised jars. I put all my
jars into a warm oven whilst boiling the jelly so that the hot
syrup doesn’t crack the glass.
Pop a wax disc on top and screw the lid on tightly, or cover
with a cellophane disc and secure with a rubber band.
Attach a pretty label with the contents and date made.

Hedgerow, spiced apple, and rowan jellies go well with just
about everything! Stir a dollop into a stew, serve wit hot or
For each pint/500ml of juice you will need apx a pound/500g
cold chicken, game and meats, cheese, vegetarian and meat
of sugar.
pates, baked potatoes, roasted vegetables ... use to brush the
Put a saucer or small plate in the freezer.
pastry lids of pies for a golden finish…just on toast!
Place the pan over a gentle heat and cook, stirring frequent- If you’re feeling generous you could give them as dinner
ly, until the sugar has dissolved. Removing any scum that party gifts or Christmas presents as part of a hamper of
homemade treats.
surfaces with a slotted spoon.
‘Hedgerow Jelly’ is made with any wild fruits, think brambles, elderberries, hawthorn berries, rowan berries, crab apples, windfall
apples, wild plums, rose hips—although a wee warning here, don’t use too many rose hips as they contain enzymes that prevent your
jelly from setting (rather like pineapple) though adding lemon juice & the peel to the preserving pan helps or use artificial pectin.
All the mints, thymes, rosemary, sage, lemon verbena, are all herbs that can be used to add flavour to jellies, tear the leaves and twist
the twigs to help release the oils. Or drop in some sachets of mulled wine spices, or a couple of table spoons of powdered mixed spice,
break up some cinnamon sticks. Add all of these at the fruit cooking stage.to keep the jelly clear.

Enjoy your jelly making but please remember to leave some fruit for the birds.
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Finding signs of autumn

The paper copies are printed by waterless printing presses, powered by 100% renewable energy,
using non-soya vegetable oil ink, on eco-friendly, ethically and environmentally certified
sourced materials by the nice people at Anglia Printing in Norwich who also have a zero waste
to landfill policy. www.angliaprint.co.uk

You can follow me about, simply search for ‘Needlesmiths’ in all the usual places or
click the icons on the right… If you have a question or want to drop me a line I’d love
to hear from you, email me at needlesmiths@mail.com

www.needlesmiths.co.uk
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